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ABSTRACT

We study the relaxation of a topologically nontrivial vortex braid with zero net helicity in a barotropic fluid. The aim is to investigate the
extent to which the topology of the vorticity field—characterized by braided vorticity field lines—determines the dynamics, particularly the
asymptotic behavior under vortex reconnection in evolution at high Reynolds numbers (25 000). Analogous to the evolution of braided
magnetic fields in plasma, we find that the relaxation of our vortex braid leads to a simplification of the topology into large-scale regions of
opposite swirl, consistent with an inverse cascade of the helicity. The change of topology is facilitated by a cascade of vortex reconnection
events. During this process, the existence of regions of positive and negative kinetic helicities imposes a lower bound for the kinetic energy.
For the enstrophy, we derive analytically a lower bound given by the presence of unsigned kinetic helicity, which we confirm in our numeri-
cal experiments.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0047033

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well established that the degree of tangling/knottedness of
vorticity field lines can have important implications for the dynamics
of a fluid.1,2 In a barotropic fluid in the ideal case with zero viscosity
this tangling is preserved, restricting the lowest energy state to which
the fluid has access. This has been demonstrated both in experi-
ments3,4 and numerical simulations.5 When the Reynolds number is
large but finite, vortex reconnection may take place, permitting a
change of topology of the vortex lines. Individual events of such vortex
reconnection have been studied, typically involving reconnection
between isolated vortex tubes or rings.6–11 Notably, in these simula-
tions, the vortex tubes usually contort during their mutual approach,
such that the vortex lines reconnect locally antiparallel (in a 2D plane).
However, in many applications, the vorticity is a smooth nonvanishing
function across the volume and cannot be modeled as a set of interact-
ing isolated tubes. Examples include rotating stars and planets where
there is a dominant direction of the vorticity (aligned with the rotation
axis) onto which contributions from convection are superimposed.
The resulting field could be interpreted as a vortex braid. If vortex
reconnection occurs in such a scenario, the presence of a dominant
unidirectional vorticity field means that the reconnection is fully

three-dimensional,12 as recently observed in the reconnection of vortex
tubes with swirl.9,13 Note that with “vortex reconnection” here we refer
to the process by which the vorticity field lines change their topology,
prohibited in a barotropic, inviscid fluid. This should not be confused
with the notion of reconnection of vorticity isosurfaces, also some-
times referred to as vortex reconnection.

We analyze in the following the relaxation of a braided vorticity
field in a fluid of high Reynolds number (Re > 104). The aim is to
investigate the extent to which the topology of the vorticity field—
characterized by braided vorticity field lines—determines the dynam-
ics. With the notion “braided,” we describe a situation where we have
a dominant component of the vorticity field in one direction, in our
case the z-direction, so that all vorticity field lines connect two oppo-
site sides of our domain (see Fig. 1). The motivation for this scenario is
threefold: first, the situation of a braided vorticity field is of relevance
for many cases of rotating astrophysical bodies, where the rotation of
the star or planet provides a dominant component of the vorticity, and
the contributions from convection or turbulence to the vorticity are
weaker and only contribute to a braiding of the vortex lines. Second,
this setup has the advantage that all vorticity lines connect from the
lower to upper boundary of our domain. That is, there are no null
points of the vorticity in the domain, and hence, the topological
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structure of the field is uniquely described by its vorticity-field line
mapping from the lower to the upper boundary.14 This allows us to
analyze the topology of the field at any point in time using various
tools such as the field line helicity,14,15 the topological entropy,16 or the
topological degree.17 With these tools, one can follow the dynamics of
the relaxation with the ultimate aim to make predictions regarding the
final state of the relaxation process. One can even identify individual
processes of vortex reconnection taking place. However, in this study,
we are less interested in the individual reconnection events and more
in the collective effect that a turbulent cascade of reconnection events
has on the route the relaxation process takes. The third motivation is
that this vortex braid relaxation is the exact analogue to a magnetic
braid relaxation studied by the authors before.18 In these previous
studies, the relaxation exhibited additional constraints on the dynam-
ics, over and above the one imposed by the conservation of helicity.17

To investigate the presence of such constraints in vortex dynamics is
the aim of this study.

II. MODEL
A. Initial condition

We wish to construct a vortex braid in which all vorticity field
lines connect between opposite boundaries of the domain. In order to
facilitate direct comparison with a well-studied magnetic braid, we
choose the particular braiding pattern of the vorticity lines to be analo-
gous to that of the magnetic field lines in that magnetic braid.18 The
vorticity field consists of a constant background field in the z-direction
together with two vortex rings with their symmetry axes also aligned
to the z-direction. The vortex rings are located such that we obtain
vorticity field lines as in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 8). All vorticity lines con-
nect between opposite (plane-parallel, constant-z) boundaries. The
background vorticity field is conveniently obtained from a (solid-
body) rotational flow with the z-axis as the axis of rotation. An illustra-
tion is shown in Fig. 1, which corresponds to the vortex field we will
be using.

To avoid complications of generation of secondary vortices in
domain corners, something that typically occurs in Cartesian geome-
tries for rotating fluids, we make use of a cylindrical domain, which
rotates about the z-axis. We construct the field first without the homo-
geneous background in a cylindrical wedge with periodic azimuthal
boundaries and move the frame of reference together with the global
rotational flow. To obtain the effect of the background field (and the
full vortex braid), we add a Coriolis term in the momentum equations
(see below).

Each of the vortex rings (red and green in Fig. 1) is constructed
by first defining a single vortex ring centered at the origin. This greatly
simplifies our calculations, due to the ring’s azimuthal symmetry. We
then translate the calculated field to its position in the wedge domain;
a nontrivial transformation, as described in Appendix A.

For our computational domain, we choose a cylindrical wedge of
dimensions r 2 ½45; 65�; h 2 ½�0:1; 0:1�, and z 2 ½�16; 16�. We
choose the h and z directions to be periodic, while the boundary con-
ditions in the radial direction are chosen such that the normal compo-
nent of the velocity vanishes and any mass flux is suppressed.

Within this domain, we place two vortex rings of opposite orien-
tation, with axes lying in planes of constant z and centers at positions
ðr;h;zÞ¼ð55;arctanð1=55Þ;�8Þ and ðr;h;zÞ¼ð55;�arctanð1=55Þ;
8Þ. This means that the subsection of our volume in which the vortex
lines exhibit a nontrivial tangling is located centrally within the
domain, away from the r and h boundaries. The initial vertical dis-
tance of 16 in. nondimensional code units between the (axes of the)
vortex rings ensures that the velocities induced by the two vortex
rings do not significantly overlap at t¼0. Note that the superposition
of the vortex ring with the background vorticity leads to a local twist-
ing of the vorticity lines, and since the boundaries are periodic along
z, the vorticity lines in principle pass through infinitely many of these
vortex rings.

To prevent effects from supersonic flows, we choose the ampli-
tude of the vorticity in the vortex rings to a ¼ 0:1. This will keep the
velocities throughout the simulations well below the sound speed of 1.
For the background vorticity, we choose X ¼ 0:1ez . This will lead to a
vorticity field with the desired topology. The ratio of the two ampli-
tudes a=X determines the strength of the braiding and with that the
topology of the vortex field. Note that this constant background vortic-
ity refers to the rest frame and is achieved by using a Coriolis term in
the simulations with the angular velocity ~X ¼ X=2.

With these parameters, we obtain a Rossby number,

Ro ¼ u

2L~X
; (1)

where u is a typical velocity and L a typical length scale. In our case,
u � 0:1 (velocity at the vortex rings), L � 1 (size of the vortex rings),
and ~X ¼ 0:05. With that we have Ro � 1.

B. Numerical setup

As described above, to circumvent issues at the domain’s corners
and issues with nonvanishing normal velocities at the boundaries, we
place our cylindrical wedge domain in a comoving frame. This gener-
ates the additional term of the Coriolis force 2u� ~X. Our resulting
equations are then the equations of motion for a viscous, isothermal,
and compressible gas,

Du
Dt
¼ �c2sr ln qþ 2u� ~X þ Fvisc; (2)

D ln q
Dt

¼ �r � u; (3)

with the isothermal speed of sound cs, density q, viscous forces Fvisc,
and Lagrangian time derivative D=Dt ¼ @=@t þ u � r. Here, the vis-
cous forces are given as Fvisc ¼ q�1r � 2�qS, with the kinematic vis-
cosity �, and traceless rate of the strain tensor Sij ¼ 1

2 ðui;j þ uj;iÞ

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the initial setup of the vortex braid. Left, we repre-
sent the components of the field with the two vortex rings (red and green) of opposing
vorticity sign and the background vorticity (blue). On the right, we show the superposi-
tion of the vortex rings with the background field which results in the vortex braid.
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� 1
3 dijr � u. Being an isothermal gas, we have p ¼ c2sq for the pres-

sure. Note that since c2s is constant,rp�rq ¼ 0, meaning that there
is no baroclinic vorticity production.

Equations (2) and (3) are solved using the PencilCode,19 which is
an Eulerian finite-difference code using sixth-order spatial derivatives
and a third-order time-stepping scheme.20 Throughout our simula-
tions, we use � ¼ 10�3 to � ¼ 4� 10�5 in order to reduce kinetic
energy dissipation and kinetic helicity dissipation as much as the lim-
ited resolution of 512� 256� 256 (r, h, z) grid points allows. We
emphasize that due to the barotropic nature of the fluid, in the inviscid
case the tangling (or braiding) of the vortex lines would be preserved
for all time.

C. Incompressibility

By construction, the initial velocity field has the property
r � u � 0. Being approximately incompressible, any calculations
involving the evolution of the kinetic energy or enstrophy significantly
simplify. This implies that the initial uniform density does not change
in time [see Eq. (3)]. However, numerical errors in the calculation of
the potential C0 [Eq. (A1)] can cause deviations fromr � u ¼ 0.

To check if our assumption of incompressibility holds true for all
time, we plot the maximum and minimum densities in the domain as
a function of time (Fig. 2). We observe a deviation of ca. 0.5% from the
uniform density at the initial time, which quickly decreases to ca. 0.2%
and approximately remains constant. Being such a small deviation, we
can safely assume that the system is approximately incompressible.

III. EVOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM

Following initiation of the simulation, the two vortex rings travel
toward one another due to their self-induced motion, meeting approx-
imately at the mid-plane, z¼ 0. This is analogous to the self-induced
motion of an isolated infinitesimal vortex ring (i.e., with infinitesimal
minor radius), with some distortion due to the presence of the back-
ground vorticity and the finite radius of the rings. Due to the offset in
h between the two rings, they do not meet face-on (Fig. 3). However,
their collision leads to a local enhancement of the vorticity where they
meet, as seen in the enstrophy evolution (see Sec. IV).

From previous studies of the relaxation of magnetic braids, we
know that the braid constructed in this way requires many

reconnection events to untangle and is very efficient in generating a
turbulent evolution. Following the initial collision, we see indeed that a
highly fluctuating, “turbulent-like” evolution ensues, in which we find
numerous locations at which vortex reconnection takes place (identi-
fied by calculating ðr� xÞ � ðxþXÞ=jxþXj, see Refs. 10 and 12)
Through these many localized reconnection events, the field topology
simplifies, with the vortex lines becoming less tangled. However, the
final state retains a nontrivial topology, and our main purpose is to
analyze the way in which this final state is determined by the initial
field topology.

IV. ENSTROPHY

Unlike the total energy and the kinetic helicity, the enstrophy

E ¼
ð
V
x2 dV (4)

is not necessarily conserved, even in the inviscid case. To see the fac-
tors that can lead to a change in enstrophy, we use the momentum
Eq. (2) to write the vorticity equation as

@x
@t
¼mr� ðu� xÞ þ 2r� ðu� ~XÞ þ �Dx

þ2�r� ðr ln ðqÞ � SÞ: (5)

With this, we can write the time evolution of the total enstrophy as

dE
dt
¼ 2
ð
V
x � @x

@t
dV

¼ 2
ð
@V
ððu � xÞxþ �x�r� xÞ � dS

þ2
ð
V
ðu� ðxþ 2 ~XÞÞ � r � x� �ðr � xÞ2
�

þ2�x � r � ðr ln ðqÞ � SÞÞ dV ; (6)
FIG. 2. Minimum and maximum densities in the domain as a function of time for
the simulation with viscosity � ¼ 4� 10�5.

FIG. 3. Slices through the domain for xr at different times at r ¼ R0 ¼ 55 for the
simulation with viscosity � ¼ 4� 10�5.
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where we used the fact that the azimuthal and vertical dimensions are
periodic, u � n ¼ 0 at the r boundaries and ~X � n ¼ 0 on the r and h
boundaries.

Apart from the terms involving viscosity, we have two more vol-
ume terms and one surface term that in general do not vanish. This is
interesting, since our domain is closed in the radial direction and yet,
there can be enstrophy fluxes through those boundaries. However,
throughout all of our simulations, the velocities near the radial bound-
aries are very small and this term can be safely ignored. The first vol-
ume term describes the dynamical generation or annihilation of
enstrophy according to the alignment of the velocity, vorticity, and its
curl, while the second volume term describes the dynamical genera-
tion/annihilation of enstrophy due to the Coriolis force.

For high Reynolds numbers, we observe first an increase and
then a gradual decrease in enstrophy (Fig. 4). As the vortex rings
approach and collide, a large amount of vorticity is produced on small
scales. Since this is a turbulent effect, it increases as we increase the
Reynolds number. Indeed, the breakup of vortex sheets formed during
vortex tube/ring collision is well-documented.9,21,22 For higher
Reynolds numbers, the flow becomes more turbulent and the nonvis-
cous terms in Eq. (6) become more dominant. It appears that the
alignment of the fields is such that a net production of enstrophy is
obtained. In numerical vortex reconnection, experiments23,24 showed
a similar behavior of enstrophy production during reconnection
events. With increasing Reynolds number, they too observe an
increased enstrophy production. The Coriolis contribution to the ens-
trophy evolution seems to dampen the production through the term
ðu� xÞ � r � x.

V. KINETIC HELICITY

In the inviscid case, the kinetic helicity (hereafter, simply
“helicity”) is conserved. For a nonvanishing viscosity, this will not be
the case anymore. However, for the present configuration, due to the
symmetry of the configuration, consisting of a vortex ring with posi-
tive helicity and one with negative helicity, the volume-integrated hel-
icity is zero and stays zero at all times. Nevertheless, the existence of
helicity in parts of the domain can influence relaxation. Indeed, it has

been shown that in the relaxation of magnetic braids, not only the net
helicity is important in constraining the dynamics but also properties
of the field line mapping as well as the helicity-per-fieldline spec-
trum.17,25,26 A way to detect the existence of a nonvanishing helicity
density in the domain is to track the evolution of the unsigned kinetic
helicity as the integral over the magnitude of the helicity density,

�H kin ¼
ð
V
jðxþXÞ � ðuþ UÞj dV ; (7)

where r� U ¼ X. Note that here we include the background vor-
ticity and velocity; that is, we calculate the helicity in an inertial
frame rather than the corotating frame. This is for two reasons. First,
helicity conservation holds for the inertial frame but not in general
for an accelerated frame. Second, only in the inertial frame do we
have properly braided vorticity lines in the initial state, while in the
corotating frame, the kinetic helicity density vanishes everywhere at
t¼ 0.

Furthermore, one has to note that unsigned kinetic helicity is not
conserved, even under conditions where the usual kinetic helicity is
conserved. For instance, if an initially straight untwisted vortex tube
fixed between two parallel plates is deformed by a rotation in the mid-
dle, then the helicity is conserved as the left- and right-hand twists in
the tube cancel, but the unsigned helicity increases. Nevertheless, the
unsigned helicity is always positive and can vanish only if the helicity
density vanishes everywhere in the domain. The latter property is
important for what follows, as it captures any nonzero helicity density
in the domain.

We have run our simulations for different values of Re, and it is
instructive to plot the results using time units that are normalized by
the viscous dissipation timescale,

s � L2=�; (8)

where L is a typical length. Here we take L to be the (major) radius of
the vortex rings which is approximately 1.

For our simulations, we observe first a steep rise of �H kin and then
dissipation. Since for � ¼ 10�3, we have s¼ 1000 this means that by
time 1000 we should observe a significant decrease in kinetic helicity.
Indeed, at time t=s ¼ 0:5, we observe a drop by a factor of e�0:5 com-
pared to its peak value at early times (Fig. 5).

The initial rise happens at approximately 100 code time units,
independent of the viscosity, which means that it is a nonviscous
effect. As the two initial vortex rings approach, we observe an increase
in kinetic helicity density until the time of collision, which is approxi-
mately 100 code time units. This we attribute to vortex stretching.
After that, we observe that the viscosity takes over and dissipates �H kin.
Note that for � ¼ 10�3, 100 code time units corresponds to t=s ¼ 0:1,
while for � ¼ 10�4, the collision time is t=s ¼ 0:01 in normalized
times.

A. Kinetic helicity and enstrophy

The motivation to consider the relation between helicity and ens-
trophy comes from the magnetic case where we know that the mag-
netic energy is limited from below by the magnetic helicity. This is
known as the realizability condition,27–30

jHmagj �
2
k
Emag; (9)FIG. 4. Enstrophy evolution for different viscosities � against normalized (diffusion)

time [see Eq. (8)].
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where k is the smallest positive eigenvalue of the curl operator in the
domain.27,31 The inequality is sharp; that is, there exist fields for which
the equality holds and these are the eigenfields of the curl operator for
the minimal eigenvalue 6k. The corresponding condition for vorticity
fields would involve the enstrophy in the rest frame Etot and not the
energy,

jHkinj �
1
k
Etot: (10)

Since the helicity is defined in the rest frame, we also have to use the
definition of the enstrophy in the rest frame,

Etot ¼
ð
V
ðxþXÞ2 dV : (11)

In our case, this inequality is not very useful since H¼ 0, which does
not pose any lower bound on the enstrophy. However, as shown in
Appendix B, we can find an even stronger inequality,

�H kin �
1
k
Etot; (12)

() k � Etot

�H kin
: (13)

The minimal k is not easy to determine for our domain, but one can
approximate by using the known minimal k ¼ ð2:405::Þ=R for a cyl-
inder. The largest cylinder we can fit into our domain has R¼ 5;
hence, the k for our domain should be roughly 0.48. The ratio
Etot=�H kin is shown in Fig. 6 and we clearly see that the enstrophy
is bounded from below by the unsigned kinetic helicity with a
ratio� 1.

For the curve with the highest viscosity, we find after the initial
relaxation an increase in the ratio Etot=�H kin. This is a result of our par-
ticular setup. As the viscous dissipation does not act on the fixed back-
ground vorticity field, the evolution will eventually dissipate
everything but the background field and for the latter the ratio
Etot=�H kin is infinite. Hence after the first dynamic relaxation, the ratio
will eventually increase again also for the other two curves.

B. Kinetic helicity and kinetic energy

Next, we study the relation between the integrated kinetic helicity
and kinetic energy. In order to be consistent with the helicity calcula-
tion, we need to calculate the energy also in the rest frame, with veloc-
ity uþ U and vorticity xþX. With a much larger U compared to u
(since jU j / r 2 ½45; 65�), the energy would be dominated by the
background velocity. So in order to prevent that any change is
obscured by the large background contribution, we compute the “free”
kinetic energy instead; that is, we subtract the energy of the back-
ground field,

Efree
kin ¼

ð
V
q

1
2
u2 þ u � U

� �
r dr dh dz: (14)

Due to the Coriolis force, inertial waves are induced whose domi-
nant frequency is determined by the background rotation rate.
Combined with a background velocity U that is large compared to u,
we see large periodic fluctuations of Efree

kin . Therefore, to reveal the limit-
ing behavior, we compute running means for our values Efree

kin =
�H kin

over 100 time units.
Although a strict lower limit for the kinetic energy is not known,

we observe that the ratio of the free kinetic energy and unsigned
kinetic helicity tends asymptotically to a nonzero value (Fig. 7) with
the limit value of ca. 0.0025. This is so striking that it leads us to con-
clude that there exists a lower limit for kinetic energy in the presence
of unsigned kinetic helicity.

This finding is complementary to previous findings on helical
turbulent flows in rotating frames32,33 where the authors studied the
effect of net kinetic helicity and rotation on the kinetic energy decay.
They find that, while helicity in a nonrotating frame does not affect
the energy decay, in a rotating frame, helicity poses restrictions leading
to a slower decay.

VI. FIELD TOPOLOGY

Our simulated configuration consists of two vortex rings.
However, we aim to compare our results to previous works using three
pairs of such vortex rings (e.g., Wilmot-Smith et al.18) Therefore, for

FIG. 5. Evolution of the unsigned kinetic helicity for the relaxing vortex braid for dif-
ferent viscosities � against normalized time [see Eq. (8)].

FIG. 6. Evolution of the ratio of enstrophy with unsigned kinetic helicity for different
viscosities � against simulation time.
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the discussion in this section, we will make use of the periodicity in the
z-direction and construct such a braid by following vortex streamlines
over three periods.

A. Simplification of the topology

In order to analyze the changing topology of the vorticity field,
we integrate—at each instant of time—a set of vorticity field lines
starting from a fixed grid of starting points on the lower boundary
(z¼�16). Naively, we would expect the vortex field to simplify into a
homogeneous field in the z-direction (due to the net-zero helicity, this
should be the lowest-energy state). However, as time progresses, and
the field lines reconnect due to the finite viscosity, the topology of the
field simplifies (Fig. 8) not to an untwisted field, but—similar to the
magnetic case17,25—into two large-scale vorticity tubes containing
twisted vortex lines, of opposite twist (swirl). The fact that this final
state mirrors closely the final state of the relaxation of a magnetic braid
in a plasma (with the same initial topology) suggests that some unify-
ing underlying conservation principle is shared between the two
systems.

B. Field line helicity

The above-mentioned simplification of the topology is effectively
quantified/visualized by plotting the kinetic field line helicity, con-
structed as follows. Due to the positive z-component of the vorticity,
any field line starting at the lower domain boundary will end at the
top boundary. This way we can find a one-to-one mapping between
the boundaries. For that, we trace 2562 field lines starting at the lower
boundary that are equally spaced in the radial direction r 2 ½49; 60�
and the azimuthal direction h 2 ½�0:1; 0:1�. We use those field lines
to compute the kinetic field line helicity,

Aðx0; y0Þ ¼
ð
C

ððuþ UÞðx; y; zÞ � ðxðx; y; zÞ þXÞ
ðxðx; y; zÞ þXÞz

dz; (15)

where xðx0; y0; zÞ and yðx0; y0; zÞ are the mapped points along the
vorticity field line paths, C.15 This measures the amount of winding34

of each field line around all other field lines and gives us a picture
about the distribution of the helicity even in cases where its net value
vanishes.

Since our vortex braid is highly tangled, the distribution of the
field line helicity at initial time shows some complexity at relatively
small scales (Fig. 9, upper panel). As time progresses and the field lines
reconnect, the distribution simplifies greatly into two separate regions
with opposite-field line helicity (Fig. 9, lower panel), which corre-
sponds to the two flux tubes of opposite twist/swirl described above.

Indeed, Ref. 15 showed that there is a connection between the
reconnection rate and the source term of the field line helicity, which
for the hydrodynamic case takes the form

DA
Dt
¼ ��

ð
C

r� x � ðxþXÞ
jðxþXÞj dl; (16)

where l is the arc length along the vorticity line C.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We performed simulations of the relaxation of nonhelical vortex
braids in a cylindrical wedge domain for a viscous fluid. While the
kinetic energy viscously decays, we observe an increase in the inte-
grated norm of the kinetic helicity density at dynamical times. This
increase is due to the reconnection of the vortex field lines at early
times and coincides with the time the flux rings that generate the braid
collide.

The most striking finding of our study is that the unsigned
kinetic helicity appears to constrain the relaxation of the studied vortex
braid. Specifically, the ratio of the kinetic energy to unsigned helicity
approaches a nonzero value at late times that is independent of the vis-
cosity. This implies the presence of additional topological constraints

FIG. 7. Evolution of the ratio of free kinetic energy with unsigned kinetic helicity for
different viscosities � against simulation time. Here, we use a running mean with a
window of 100 time units to smooth out oscillatory behavior induced by inertial
waves.

FIG. 8. Vortex streamlines in the rest frame (with background vorticity) for the
� ¼ 4� 10�5 case at time t¼ 0 (upper panel) and t¼ 5750 (lower panel). In
order to compare with previous simulations of magnetic braids, we repeat our com-
putational domain in the z-direction (horizontal in these plots) three times. The initial
braid is largely unbraided and the final configuration consists of two separated vor-
tex tubes of opposite twist.
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on the hydrodynamic relaxation process that may be related to those
discovered recently for the magnetohydrodynamic system. In magne-
tohydrodynamics, it is known that the presence of magnetic helicity
imposes a lower bound for the magnetic energy. At the same time, we
know from numerical experiments that topologically nontrivial mag-
netic braids are not free to decay, even in the case of net-zero magnetic
helicity. The presence of additional topological constraints, such as
preservation of the fixed point index or the field line helicity, restricts
the field’s decay.17,26,35 For the hydrodynamic case, such relations
between the kinetic energy and kinetic helicity are not known, but the
present results strongly suggest their existence.

However, for the enstrophy, we derived a lower bound in the
presence of unsigned kinetic helicity. This relation is similar to the
magnetohydrodynamic case, but with the enstrophy replacing
the energy. Our simulations clearly confirm the validity of this analyti-
cal result and we suggest that this relation should be taken into
account when studying the relaxation of hydrodynamical systems.

In addition to the above, we discovered another close parallel
between the final states of our vortex braid relaxation and magnetic
braid relaxations. Specifically, for the same braid topology, the two
cases relax toward a topologically equivalent final state, as revealed by
plotting, e.g., the field line helicity (Fig. 9). The fact that the final states
of these two very different relaxation processes are analogous for the
braid considered suggests that the constraints are likely also related to
one another, and the exploration of these topological constraints in
the hydrodynamic system will be an important area of future study.
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APPENDIX A: CONSTRUCTION OF VORTEX TUBES

In our simulations, the variables that are solved for are not the
vorticity x, but the velocity u. So, we need to specify our initial condi-
tions in terms of u with r� u ¼ x. Yet, for a given vorticity x, we
can find different velocities u such that r� u ¼ x, similar to the
gauge freedom for the magnetic vector potential A with the magnetic
field B ¼ r� A. However, it is not desirable to use the expression
for the vector potential from Wilmot-Smith et al.18 for our velocity
field u as it is not divergence-free, leading to unwanted compression.

In order to construct a divergence-free flow field, we use the
solutions of the Biot–Savart integral for a singular vortex ring (see
Jackson,38 Sec. 5.5). We then construct the vortex ring from a sum
(integral) of infinitely many infinitesimally thin vortex rings. For
that, we compute a potential C such that u ¼ ar� ðCehÞ which
results in a divergence-free velocity field by construction.

We first construct the potential C0 for a single vortex ring in a
coordinate system with origin at the ring’s center. In a later step, we
will shift (transform) this potential to its actual position. Our coor-
dinates here are ðr0; h0; z0Þ. Here, the potential C0ðr0; h0; z0Þ is the
double integral,

C0ðr0; h0; z0Þ ¼
ð8
�8

dz00

ð5
0
dr00

ffiffiffi
2
p

r00e
�r020 =2�z020 =4W; (A1)

with

W ¼ r00 ðj2 þ 2ÞKðjÞ � 2EðjÞ
� �

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r020 þ r20 þ ðz0 � z00Þ

2 þ 2r00r0Þ
q

j2
; (A2)

with the complete elliptical integral of the first kind KðjÞ, complete
elliptical integral EðjÞ, and

j ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r00r0

r020 þ r20 þ ðz0 � z00Þ
2 þ 2r00r0

s
: (A3)

FIG. 9. Field line helicity distribution in the rest frame (with background vorticity) of
the vortex field at initial time (upper panel) and normalized time t=s ¼ 0:230 (lower
panel), which corresponds to t¼ 5750 [see Eq. (8)], for the run with
� ¼ 4� 10�5. In order to compare with previous simulations of magnetic braids,
we repeat our computational domain in the z-direction three times. Here, we use
x ¼ r cos ðhÞ and y ¼ r sin ðhÞ for the coordinates.
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We choose to integrate in z00 from �8 to 8 and in r00 from 0 to 5; as
beyond those integration intervals, the integrand is sufficiently
small to be neglected from the integration. For more details about
this construction, see the study of Jackson in Ref. 38, Sec. 5.5.

This gives us the vector potential C0ðr0; h0; z0Þeh0 in the cen-
tered coordinate system ðr0; h0; z0Þ. In order to construct the braid,
we make a coordinate transformation so that our ring is centered at
r ¼ R0; h ¼ H. The coordinates transform according to

r0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 þ R2

0 � 2rR0 cos ðh�HÞ
q

; (A4)

h0 ¼ arctanðsin ðh�HÞ= cos ðh�HÞ � R0=rÞ; (A5)

z0 ¼ z; (A6)

while the vector potential transforms as

Crðr; h; zÞ ¼
�C0ðr0; h0; z0ÞR0 sin ðh�HÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2R0r cos ðh�HÞ þ R2

0 þ r2
p ; (A7)

Chðr; h; zÞ ¼
C0ðr0; h0; z0Þðr � R0 cos ðh�HÞÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2R0r cos ðh�HÞ þ R2

0 þ r2
p : (A8)

After this transformation, we apply the curl operator in the wedge
domain and obtain the initial velocity in the wedge domain. The
resulting vortex rings have a minor and major radius of ca. 1.

APPENDIX B: INEQUALITY FOR THE UNSIGNED
HELICITY

The relation between unsigned kinetic helicity and enstrophy
is derived using the Poincar�e inequality,ð

V
jjujj2 d3x

� �1=2

� 1
k

ð
V
jjxjj2 d3x

� �1=2

; (B1)

which holds for every differentiable field, such that x ¼ r� u.
Here k is the smallest positive eigenvalue of the curl operator.

We can now apply the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to the
unsigned kinetic helicity density to obtainð

V
jx � uj d3x �

ð
V
jjxjjjjujj d3x; (B2)

and apply it a second time to the integral (L2-norm version),ð
V
jx � uj d3x �

ð
V
jjxjj2 d3x

� �1=2 ð
V
jjujj2 d3x

� �1=2

: (B3)

Eventually, we use the Poincar�e inequality to obtainð
V
jx � uj d3x � 1

k

ð
V
jjxjj2 d3x: (B4)

This leaves us with the inequality,

�H kin �
1
k
E: (B5)
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Raw data were generated using HPC facilities. Derived data sup-
porting the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
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